According to the status of security work in marine-related fields, we analyze the risks faced by Digital Ocean system. We collect the specific characteristics of marine data and propose a secure method oriented digital ocean system. We adopt multi-level security mechanism that marine data is ordered by level of importance and we propose a security model that is a combination of BLP model and Biba model. The security model ensures confidentiality and integrity in Digital Ocean system, which provides effective experience for the construction of secure methods in marine-related fields.
The large amount of marine data.
The marine data are updated constantly such as basic marine environment data. These marine data are time series data that increase at an explosive speed [3] .
The heterogeneity of marine data.
The data storage modes of different type's marine data are flexible. Diverse original observation data are stored in different storage media. The digital marine data stored in Word documents, text files or a database tables and so on.
The risks to Digital Ocean.
In the process of obtaining the marine data, there are some risks such as untrustworthy information sources, sensitive marine information leakage and so on. There are different sensitivity and importance in marine data. But, in the process of storing the marine data, the marine data security management scheme is unable to meet the requirements of classified protection. In the Digital Ocean system, marine data owners and users have different operation permissions. But the illegal users can access sensitive marine data in an indirect way, such as using the historical access, exchanging of information or using inference channels [4] .
A Secure Method Oriented Digital Ocean System
The confidentiality of marine data refers to preventing the leakage of marine data. The integrity of marine data is protecting marine data from unauthorized tampering and deletion. The availability of marine data is to ensure authorized user can access marine data.
The security model oriented Digital Ocean System
We adopt multilevel security mechanism that marine data is ordered by level of importance. The typical multilevel security models include BLP model [5] , Biba model [6] and Clark-Wilson [7] model and so on. BLP model is mainly to ensure the confidentiality of data. BLP model allows lower confidentiality security level information to flow to high confidentiality security level users [8] . The information flow in BLP model as shown in Fig 
Fig. 2 The information flow in Biba model
To ensure the confidentiality and integrity of marine data, the security model of combination of BLP and Biba is proposed in this paper. F Pub pointed out that the confidentiality level of data, the integrity level of data and the availability level of data are not entirely consistent [10] . In this paper, we propose the security model oriented Digital Ocean system and we assume that the confidentiality and integrity of the user and the marine data are independent of each other. The information flow in unified security model as shown in Fig. 3 Users can view marine data when the security levels of users and marine data meet one of the following three conditions:
(1) The confidentiality security level of users is greater than or equal to marine data and the integrity security level of users is no greater than marine data; (2) Users can access data if the confidentiality security level meet the condition of the first and the integrity security level of users is greater than marine data, meanwhile the confidentiality category of marine data is higher than its integrity category and the minimum integrity security level of users is less than or equal marine data;
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(3) For users, the confidentiality security level is less than marine data and the integrity security level is less than or equal to marine data, and for marine data, the integrity category is higher than its confidentiality category and the maximum confidentiality security level of users is greater than or equal to marine data. Users can alter marine data when the security levels of users and marine data meet one of the following three conditions:
(1) The confidentiality security level of users is no more than marine data and the integrity security level is greater than or equal to marine data; (2) The confidentiality security level of users is less than or equal to marine data and the integrity security level is less than marine data, but the confidentiality category of marine data is higher than its integrity category and the maximum integrity security level of users is greater than or equal to the integrity security level of marine data; (3) The confidentiality security level of users is greater than marine data and the integrity security level of users is greater than or equal to marine data, but the integrity category of marine data is higher than its confidentiality category and the minimum confidentiality security level of users is less than or equal to the confidentiality security level of marine data.
The adjustment principle of user security level
If we combine the BLP model with the Biba model directly, marine data cannot flow into different security levels completely, because confidentiality protection strategy and integrity protection strategy are independent of each other. But, we can adjust security level of users or marine data dynamically in some way. When the security levels of users and marine data satisfy certain conditions, we adjust security level of users according to the security attributes of marine data to make sure confidentiality and integrity.
(1) When the security labels of users and marine data meet both BLP model and Biba model, we needn't adjust security level of users. (2) The security labels of users and marine data only meet BLP model: a. The confidentiality category of marine data is higher than its integrity category. It's meaning the confidentiality of marine data is superior to its integrity. So, we can only adjust the integrity level of users. b. On the contrary, if the integrity category of marine data is higher than its confidentiality category, that is to say, the integrity of marine data has more superior than confidentiality. Therefore, we cannot adjust the integrity security level of users. Adjusting the confidentiality security level of users is no practical meaning because users and marine data don't meet Biba model and we cannot adjust the integrity security level of users. So, we don't need adjust confidentiality security level of users. (3) The security labels of users and marine data only meet Biba model: a. The integrity category of marine data is higher than its confidentiality category, that is to say, the integrity of marine data is superior to its confidentiality. So, we can't adjust the integrity security level of users, but we can adjust the confidentiality level. b. The confidentiality category of marine data is higher than its integrity category and the confidentiality of marine data have more priority than its integrity. So, we cannot adjust the confidentiality security level of users. Adjusting the integrity security level of users is no practical meaning because users and marine data don't meet BLP model and we cannot adjust the confidentiality security level of users. So, we don't need adjust integrity security level of users. (4) When the security labels of users and marine data meet neither BLP model nor Biba model, we don't need adjust security level of users.
Security analysis
The aim of security analysis is to know how to utilize the model to protect marine data. The law of the model is introduced below.
If the security labels of users and marine data meet both BLP model and Biba model, the model don't destroy the confidentiality and integrity of Digital Ocean system.
When the security labels of users and marine data accord with BLP model but don't meet Biba model, the model don't destroy the confidentiality of Digital Ocean system; In the situation that the confidentiality category of marine data is higher than its integrity category, users can adjust integrity category, not restricted by Biba model, within the scope of authority. Thus, we can draw the conclusion that the model doesn't destroy the integrity of Digital Ocean system.
The model doesn't destroy the integrity of Digital Ocean system when the security labels of users and marine data only meet Biba model; If the integrity category of marine data is higher than its confidentiality category, users can adjust confidentiality category, not restricted by BLP model, within the scope of authority. Therefore, we can conclude that the model doesn't destroy the confidentiality of Digital Ocean system.
The advantages of the security model oriented Digital Ocean System
BLP model is the representative confidentiality model and Biba model is the representative integrity model, but the direct combination of BLP model and Biba model hinders the flow of information. Therefore, we introduce marine data security categories and adjust the confidentiality level and the integrity of users according to the importance level of confidentiality and integrity in marine data. The security model ensures the confidentiality and the integrity of marine data.
Conclusions
According to the specific characteristics of marine data and the risks faced by Digital Ocean system, we propose a secure method oriented digital ocean system and security model to protect marine data. We introduce marine data security categories and adjust the confidentiality level and the integrity of users according to the importance level of confidentiality and integrity in marine data. The security model protects the confidentiality and the integrity of marine data and ensures multi-level security of the Oriented Digital Ocean System. Certainly, there are other secure methods, such as, inference control of marine data or design the database that statistics query and don't leak sensitive information. So, we can ensure multilateral security of the Digital Ocean System.
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